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The Illustrious Anatomist: Authorship,
Patronage, and Illustrative Style in
Anatomy Folios, 1700–1840
carin berkowitz

Summary: A number of anatomists working in the period 1700–1840 used expensive illustrated books to depict their greatest scientific work, establish priority of
discovery for posterity, and enlist patrons. These anatomists drew on the grand
traditions of anatomical illustration and asserted their right to a place within
that history. But with artists mediating the expression of anatomists’ vision, it was
important that an anatomist assert his control over the illustrations commemorating his expertise. Anatomists used stylistic signatures to signal that a work was
their own. Very different styles of illustration in the works of different anatomists,
therefore, were made easily recognizable, and sometimes a single artist adopted
notably different styles for different anatomists who employed him. Style became
a marker of authorship, identifiable with the anatomist, even when he employed
an artist to do the drawing and engraving, and it was also an important method
of appealing to patrons.
Keywords: authorship, anatomy, illustrations, atlases, style, patronage, Hunter,
Bell, Jenty, Smellie

In Bernhard Siegfried Albinus’s (1697–1770) preface to his Tabulae sceleti
et musculorum corporis humani (1747), the Enlightenment anatomist begins
his great folio on the skeleton and muscles with a historical account of
its production. He describes his direct role in producing artwork done
by Jan Wandelaar:
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I have not only studied the correctness of the figures [Wandelaar’s drawings],
but likewise the neatness and elegancy of them. For this end I employed an
artist very skillful, both in drawing and ingraving… . For a great many years
by-past, he has worked for very few besides myself; and for these last ten (most
part of which he has been wholly employed in these tables) almost for me only.
And he both drew and ingraved them all by my direction. In the first place
I endeavoured to make him understand, as well as possible, what was to be
drawn; and I was constantly with him, to direct him how every thing was to be
done, assisting him in the drawing, and correcting what was drawn. And thus
he was instructed, directed, and as entirely ruled by me, as if he was a tool in my hands,
and I made the figures myself.1

No one else is quite so explicit as Albinus, but this single line—“he was a
tool in my hands, and I made the figures myself”—expresses most clearly
and neatly the sort of relationship between the anatomist and the artist
that an anatomist meant to convey, here with words, elsewhere with pictures. Artists were closely supervised, instructed, directed, and assisted,
and they established long-standing relationships with particular anatomists, because anatomists desired exactly this sort of relationship—the
artist, a tool to the anatomist’s eye, would express a vision that was wholly
and perfectly that of the anatomist, subject to the anatomist’s direction.
If the drawing did not capture what the anatomist wanted, the engraving
offered another site for intervention, for the anatomist closely supervised
that stage of production as well, as Albinus also describes:
Afterwards too, when he came to ingrave them, there was a great deal of care
required, lest any thing should be done amiss in taking off the figures upon
the copper-plate; and frequently I had to advise him in what manner the parts
were to be ingraved. And when after all these pains he happened to go wrong,
I examined the figures after they were ingraved, and what faults I observed he
rubbed out, and corrected very exactly.2

Again, Albinus stresses his control over a part of the production of the
illustrations to his text. But why? Albinus had hired a renowned artist,
one who had worked for other anatomists, to do his illustrations, so why
the emphasis on control?
This article makes the case that eighteenth-century anatomists, living
in a world controlled by patronage and seeking reputations as natural
philosophers, needed to make it clear that the visual knowledge embod1. Bernhard Siegfried Albinus, The Explanation of Albinus’s Anatomical Figures of the Human
Skeleton and Muscles. With an Historical Account of the Work. Translated from the Latin (London:
John and Paul Knapton, 1754), xi–xii, emphasis added.
2. Ibid., xii.
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ied in drawings be recognizably their own. Albinus accomplished this
by discussing it overtly in his preface. The attempt to control his artist,
articulated in the text of his introduction, was also incorporated in the pictures themselves and helped to distinguish his work from that of Frederik
Ruysch, another anatomist who used Wandelaar as his artist but whose
images look very different from Albinus’s.3
In the same preface, Albinus discussed the style of his folio and the
ways in which he directed Wandelaar, who was his engraver as well as the
artist, with respect to the aesthetics and effect of the work, suggesting a
way of reading “style” in other works of the same period. On the style of
the drawings Wandelaar did, Albinus wrote,
The ingraver besides employed all his art, both in the out-lines of the figures,
in the light and shades, in the symmetry of the parts, and in their different
appearance. He studied dignity in the out-lines, distinctness, force, grace,
and harmony in the light and shades, so that every thing might appear full
and distinct. … To the general figures he has had added ornaments … that
by the shading of those ornaments upon the margins of the tables, the light
and shades of the figures might be preserved, and heightened, and the figures
themselves appear more raised or rounded; and though they are composed of
several parts, and thereby consequently must be interrupted, that nevertheless
they might seem to be entire.4

By his own account, he instructed Wandelaar with respect to the grace
and dignity of the work, helping him to achieve those aesthetic or stylistic
effects through light, outline, shading, symmetry, and a sense of fullness.
And according to the passage above, the very ornamental details, which
some have described as being a matter of iconographic convention,5 were,
by Albinus’s own description, there to aid in the accomplishment of a
style of presentation at the instruction of the anatomist himself. Albinus
describes them as contributing to the “roundness,” “light,” and “shading”
of the anatomical specimens, and to their appearance as uninterrupted
wholes, despite being only parts and specimens. These were crucial virtues for Albinus’s style of presentation and for the anatomy itself, which
were very much intertwined: while functional representational ends were
accomplished through the illustrations, as anatomists themselves recognized, style too was important. The historian should explain both, rather
than explain them away.
3. Julie V. Hansen, “Resurrecting Death: Anatomical Art in the Cabinet of Dr. Frederik
Ruysch,” Art Bull. 78, no. 4 (1996): 663–79.
4. Albinus, Explanation of Albinus’s Anatomical Figures (n. 1), xii.
5. James Elkins, “Two Conceptions of the Human Form: Bernard Siegfried Albinus and
Andreas Vesalius,” Artibus et Historiae 14 (1986): 91–106.
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Albinus’s folio, with its prefatory account, was translated into English in
1754. Within roughly the half century following, William Smellie, Charles
Nicholas Jenty, William Hunter, and John and Charles Bell published illustrated anatomy folios that accomplished what Albinus had described in
his preface, through the cultivation of a pictorial voice, a style, identifiable
with an anatomist–author and not with his artist or engraver.

Why Look at Style?
Anatomy in the late Enlightenment in Britain is often known for the
expensive, elaborate, and enormous folios that have survived as its most
impressive monuments. But it is not self-evident why these stunning and
beautiful testaments to the accomplishments of anatomical science were
produced, especially given that the expense of making them was considerable and was often borne by the anatomists themselves.6 And indeed
a number of anatomists did not produce folios, did not define their
expertise as visual and natural philosophical, and sought patronage or
employment through other channels. The answer to the question of why
these folios were produced by anatomists would seem to lie in an examination of their purposes as costly and immediately impressive objects—
purposes that were multifaceted. Style, an oft-neglected element of history of science, was a part of and conveyed one of those purposes. This
article makes the case that late-Enlightenment anatomists deliberately
developed individual and recognizable styles in their illustrated anatomy
folios. Although historians often note the multiply authored and medi6. The assertion by Daston and Galison in their 2007 book Objectivity that “not only do
images make the atlas; atlas images make the science” (Lorraine Daston and Peter Galison,
Objectivity [Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 2007], 22) provided a jumping-off point for this
work. I found myself grappling with how and why anatomists would have invested considerable amounts of their own money in atlases, given that those atlases did not, on their own,
seem to me to make the science, in that their use and circulation were limited by their size
and expense. Carin Berkowitz, “Systems of Display: The Making of Anatomical Knowledge
in Enlightenment Britain,” BJHS 46, no. 3 (2013): 359–87. Other examinations of anatomy
folio illustrations include Jonathan Sawday, The Body Emblazoned: Dissection and the Human
Body in Renaissance Culture (London: Routledge, 1995); L. J. Jordanova, The Look of the Past:
Visual and Material Evidence in Historical Practice (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
2012); Ludmilla Jordanova, “Gender, Generation and Science: William Hunter’s Obstetrical Atlas,” in William Hunter and the Eighteenth-Century Medical World, ed. William Bynum and
Roy Porter (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1985), 385–412; Ludmilla Jordanova,
“The Representation of the Human Body: Art and Medicine in the Work of Charles Bell,”
in Towards a Modern Art World, ed. Brian Allen (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press,
1995), 79–94; Michael Sappol, Dream Anatomy (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Health
and Human Services, National Institutes of Health, National Library of Medicine, 2006).
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ated nature of scientific texts,7 and sometimes work to recover the labor of
invisible technicians,8 the reasons for needing to perform such work are
worth attending to. Enlightenment anatomists across Northern Europe,
exemplified here by a handful of mostly British practitioners, used visual
style to render artists and engravers invisible, and to ensure that their
folios were distributed as objects identified with a single anatomist–author.
They did so because these folios were their masterworks, made to secure
their legacies and attract patronage.
These big books served to establish reputations by establishing their
authors’ most significant scientific contributions. And they did so through
the engravings. Anatomists themselves talked in such terms, including
those who are the focus of this article. William Hunter (1718–83), anatomist and accoucheur, said of engraving that it was most useful to “communicate and to preserve discoveries and improvement.”9 A generation after
Hunter, Charles Bell (1774–1842) wrote, “I think the observations I have
been able to make furnish the materials of a grand system which is to revolutionise all we know of this part of anatomy—more than the discovery
of the circulation of the blood.” Bell went on to propose that this system,
his greatest work, be publicized “by magnificent engravings of the whole
nervous system.”10 John Bell (1763–1820), Charles’s older brother and an
Edinburgh surgeon and anatomist who could not afford to have his texts
printed on a grand scale as the others did, said with more than a hint of
resentment that an anatomical figure “six feet high, which, being cut in
copper, with googes, and chissels [sic], and mallets, and all kinds of instruments”11 would, above all, establish a reputation for its author. Elaborate
7. For example, for treatments of “collective authorship,” the limits of authorship, artisan authorship, etc., see the collection edited by Mario Biagioli and Peter Galison, Scientific
Authorship: Credit and Intellectual Property in Science (New York: Routledge, 2003).
8. The dearth of scholarship on technicians in the history of science was first pointed
out by Steven Shapin “The Invisible Technician,” Amer. Scientist 77 (November–December
1989): 554–63. Since then, many historians have tried to fill that hole, focusing on the invisible makers of science. Many of those works address the role of artisans in the production of
scientific knowledge, e.g., Pamela H. Smith, The Body of the Artisan: Art and Experience in the
Scientific Revolution (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2004); Rob Iliffe, “Technicians,”
Notes Rec. Roy. Soc. 62 (2008): 3–16; Stephen Pumfrey, “Who Did the Work? Experimental
Philosophers and Public Demonstrators in Augustan England,” Brit. J. Hist. Sci. 28 (1995):
131–56.
9. William Hunter, Anatomia uteri humani gravidi tabulis illustrata (Birmingham: John
Baskerville, 1774), preface, emphasis added.
10. Charles Bell, Letters of Sir Charles Bell, Selected from His Correspondence with His Brother
George Joseph Bell (London: J. Murray, 1870), 265 (August 5, 1819).
11. John Bell, Engravings of the Bones, Muscles, and Joints, Illustrating the First Volume of the
Anatomy of the Human Body, 2nd ed. (London: Longman and Rees, 1804), ii.
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folio illustrations, crafted like decorative objects for connoisseurs, were
seen as important to the reputation of an author. That reputation “could
not fail to be at least of a lasting kind, neither apt to be forgotten, nor
liable, like other discoveries, to go astray.”12 A lavish, expensive book would
make certain that the author was not forgotten nor his discovery passed
over without notice. Such a purpose, however, was largely accomplished
through style, or what is sometimes called “visual rhetoric.”13
“Style” in such cases identifies not technically defined “style” (neoclassical or baroque or rococo) but something more personal, individual,
closer to the rhetorical style that literary scholars might identify with a
particular author (Hemingway’s style, as opposed to Virginia Woolf’s, or
F. Scott Fitzgerald’s). It is the difference between general style and individual style, mine being that of the individual. In practice, looking at individual style in anatomy means taking into account a variety of elements:
Is the anatomy depicted idealized or particular? Does the author take
pains to assert realism? Is the corpse rendered object-like, human-like,
or carcass-like? Is the body rounded and lifelike or gaunt and shadowy? Is
the shading heavy and dark or light and airy? Is there a backdrop? If so, is
it a backdrop with a rhinoceros or with a table and surgical instruments?
Are the relationships of the parts worked out in a mathematical fashion?
According to Martin Kemp, “style speaks not only of the maker’s mode of
presentation but also about aspects of production, patronage, intended
reception, visualization and visual language—in short, about every aspect
of the process of communication between the originators of the image and
the viewers”; it is a term that is hard to define even for a prolific historian
of art.14 These are the sorts of things that contribute to “style” and styles
developed in concert and conversation with each other, so that one can
see John Bell responding to Govard Bidloo, William Hunter, and Albinus
in his illustrations, much as he himself describes in his preface to Engravings of the Bones, Muscles, and Joints, when he talks of Morgagni, Bidloo,
Hunter, Cheselden, Haller, Cowper, and Albinus.15
Aesthetics and style, examined for their own sake, have played relatively
little role in the historiography of science.16 Steven Shapin and John Harley Warner have recently done work on the calibration or establishing of
conformity of taste and style (in wine tasting and self-portraiture respec12. Ibid.
13. Martin Kemp, “Style and Non-style in Anatomical Illustration: From Renaissance
Humanism to Henry Gray,” J. Anat. 216, no. 2 (2010): 192–208, esp. 196.
14. Ibid., 192.
15. Bell, Engravings of the Bones, Muscles, and Joints (n. 11), v.
16. Kemp, “Style and Non-style in Anatomical Illustration” (n. 13).
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tively).17 Art historians have written extensively about style in anatomical
illustrations, but usually when looking at such illustrations as art.18 This
article does something different. It identifies the existence of what are
recognizably different styles found in illustrations made for authors, all
of whom espoused their value as realistic stand-ins for nature: the historical problem that it poses is to explain, given this commonality of asserted
pictorial goals, why differences nonetheless exist in systematic ways.
The size and expense became a part of the style of the books, a style
meant to serve career aspirations and cultivate patronage as much as to
serve epistemic or pedagogical ends. It is that function of the books as
important certifications of credibility among patrons and other medical
men simultaneously that binds together the anatomists of this article
and their books as being part of a common period and endeavor—at a
time when patronage still mattered but when medical men were forming
the beginnings of a scientific community. The styles of these anatomists
are individually consistent for any given anatomist, even over time, and
even when drawings for a given anatomist were done by different artists
(William Hunter being a prime example, as discussed below). Different anatomists put out distinct and identifiable folio illustrations, even
though they all were trained in the same way, sometimes used the same
artists, and would have been exposed to the same conventions and types
of iconography. If an anatomist’s work was identifiable by an aesthetic, a
particular style, then the concern about the intervening artist’s hand and
its impact on the image had to have been erased.
Thus, by looking closely at style and taking it seriously in the history of
science, we can expand upon narrow explanations for style that account
for images only in terms of their knowledge-making contents, and not in
terms of their material form and social functions. Thus we can expand
functionalist explanations by recognizing that texts serve multiple purposes at once: epistemic, pedagogical, careerist, and legacy building.
Stylistic choices manifested the nature of social connections—connections to schools, patrons, and clients. The technical and stylistic were
balanced and blended in anatomy folios, in ways that played off previous
and recognized styles of other schools and authors, by anatomists who
were trying to fashion careers; the folios insisted throughout that each
work was both heir to a tradition and simultaneously the product of the
anatomist’s own vision.
17. Steven Shapin, “The Sciences of Subjectivity,” Soc. Stud. Sci. 42, no. 2 (2012): 170–84;
John Harley Warner and James M. Edmonson, Dissection: Photographs of a Rite of Passage in
American Medicine, 1880–1930 (New York: Blast Books, 2009).
18. Kemp, “Style and Non-style in Anatomical Illustration” (n. 13).
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Like other anatomists attempting to fashion careers in the late Enlightenment who were dependent on patronage for support of their anatomical work, Charles Bell and William Hunter used grand folios of engravings
for several purposes: to establish an identity, form connections with those
who mattered, and establish a position in a great tradition.19 As Nicholas Jewson argued, “success in a medical career, as in other occupations,
depended upon the cultivation of close personal ties with members of
the upper class.”20 Those ties were often built with gifts and dedications,
but medical patronage in the late Enlightenment came from established,
senior members of the medical community, as well as from landed gentry.
And for them, folio illustrations appealed as a presentation of a grand
tradition of which they too were a part—a sort of royal lineage of science.21
These were displays of expertise marked by authorial flourishes—pastiches that simultaneously served as an homage to those greats who went
before and to assert their creators’ place as the newly ascended heir to
and master of those traditions.

Expertise on Display
In anatomy, masterworks such as the folios under discussion here were
made more complicated by the nature of the expertise on view and the
form of display proper to the discipline. The expertise embodied in grand,
19. For example, Charles Bell, The Anatomy of the Brain, Explained in a Series of Engravings
(London: Longman and Rees, 1802); Hunter, Anatomia uteri humani gravidi tabulis illustrata
(n. 9).
20. Nicholas Jewson, “Medical Knowledge and the Patronage System in 18th Century
England,” Sociology 8, no. 3 (1974): 369–85, esp. 376.
21. Martin Kemp, for example, notes that the portrait of himself that Bidloo included
at the front of his folio contains an inscription that “denotes that he [Bidloo] is the true
successor to Vesalius.” Kemp, “Style and Non-style in Anatomical Illustration” (n. 13), 201.
Similarly, John Bell situates himself amid his predecessors (albeit negatively) by writing in his
preface to Engravings of the Bones, Muscles, and Joints, Illustrating the First Volume of the Anatomy
of the Human Body about the tendency among anatomists to draw from the imagination or
to allow the artist to draw idealized corpses, a penchant that he traces back to Vesalius. In
contradiction, he says, “A higher taste prevails in the present age; and the splendid and
noble works of Margagni, Haller, Bidloo, and Albinus, and of Chesselden [sic], Hunter and
Cowper, are drawn truly, and from nature, and cannot be forgotten, while anatomy, and
the arts depending on it, continue to be esteemed. … Albinus’s drawings are merely plans;
Bidloo’s tables are beautiful and masterly; but being wanting in regularity and order, they
want altogether the clearness of a plan; Haller’s drawings are as fair as Bidloo’s, as regular
as those of Albinus; and combine in one the truth and sometimes the elegance of drawing,
with the plainness and accuracy of a mere plan.” Bell, Engravings of the Bones, Muscles, and
Joints, Illustrating the First Volume (n. 11), v.
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expensive folios was a kind of expert vision—it was the ability to see and
convey order in the mess of a human cadaver. Anatomists possessed the
sort of expert vision articulated by mapmakers or by geologists, who had to
impose system and order upon their subject.22 But those signature, careermaking, commemorative pieces of anatomical work were first drawn by
an artist from the dissections conducted and demonstrated by the anatomist, then rendered reproducible by an engraver. The anatomist created
the dissection display from which the artist drew, supervised the drawing,
and carefully monitored the engraving, but the folios were nonetheless
supposed to be full of particular renderings and translations of his vision.
Thus it was important to anatomists to show that these elaborate illustrated
folios, whose knowledge claims themselves were mediated by both artist
and engraver, were full of engravings that were visibly the products of the
anatomist himself. This was accomplished in practice through anatomists’
establishment of particular illustrative styles, styles that they believed coexisted, importantly, with accuracy and the objective rendering of individual
cadavers.23 The anatomist’s masterwork, like those of virtuoso chemists
such as Robert Boyle or George Starkey,24 or of painters, invoked history
and the practitioner’s technical competence in rivaling his forebears, but
it contained a stylistic signature as well.
In addition to Hunter, and to the accoucheurs William Smellie and
Charles Nicholas Jenty (see Figures 1–3), this article examines the work of
two brothers, John and Charles Bell,25 who did their own drawings (Figures
4 and 5) and learned to draw side-by-side, one of whom learned anatomy
from the other. All of these anatomists were practicing in Britain in the
late Enlightenment. Their illustrations, by all the standard explanations—
explanations that talk about the scientific content of the illustrations and
about their function in producing or conveying knowledge (what I will call
22. Martin Rudwick, “The Emergence of a Visual Language for Geological Science
1760–1840,” Hist. Sci. 14 (1976): 149–95.
23. For discussion of realism in British anatomical illustrations, see Berkowitz, “Systems
of Display” (n. 6); Martin Kemp, “‘The Mark of Truth’: Looking and Learning in Some
Anatomical Illustrations from the Renaissance and Eighteenth Century,” in Medicine and
the Five Senses, ed. William Bynum and Roy Porter (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1993): 85–121; Harry Mount, “Van Rymsdyk and the Nature-Menders: An Early Victim of
the Two Cultures Divide,” J. Eighteenth-Cent. Stud. 29 (2006): 79–96.
24. William Royall Newman and Lawrence Principe, Alchemy Tried in the Fire: Starkey, Boyle,
and the Fate of Helmontian Chymistry (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2002).
25. For more on the Bell’s, particularly Charles, see Gordon Gordon-Taylor and E.
W. Walls, Sir Charles Bell, His Life and Times (Edinburgh: E. & S. Livingstone, 1958); Carin
Berkowitz, “The Beauty of Anatomy: Visual Displays and Surgical Education in Early-Nineteenth-Century London,” Bull. Hist. Med. 85, no. 2 (2011): 248–78.
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Figure 1. Engraving by Charles Grignion from a drawing by Jan Van Rymsdyk,
Table VIII: “Foetus in utero” for William Smellie’s A Sett of Anatomical Tables, with
Explanations, and an Abridgment, of the Practice of Midwifery: With a View to Illustrate
a Treatise on That Subject, and Collection of Cases (London, 1754). Elephant folio.
Courtesy of the Wellcome Library, London.
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Figure 2. Mezzotint by Johann Michael Seligmann from a drawing by Jan Van
Rymsdyk, for Charles Nicholas Jenty’s The Demonstrations of a Pregnant Uterus of
a Woman at Her Full Time: In Six Tables, as Large as Nature (first German edition,
Nuremberg, 1761, from first London edition, 1757). Broadsheet (627 × 443 mm).
Courtesy of the Wellcome Library, London.

Figure 3. Engraving by Robert Strange from a drawing by Jan Van Rymsdyk,
Table VI: “The child in the womb, in its natural situation” for William Hunter’s
Anatomia uteri humani gravidi tabulis illustrata (1774). Elephant folio. Courtesy of
the Wellcome Library, London.
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Figure 4. Etching by John Bell, Plate IV: “Illustration of flayed figure showing
muscles” for John Bell’s Engravings of the Bones, Muscles, and Joints, Illustrating the
First Volume of the Anatomy of the Human Body (1794). 271 × 209 mm. Courtesy of
the Wellcome Library, London.

Figure 5. Engraving by J. Grant from a drawing by Charles Bell, Plate II: “Nerves
of the Neck” from Charles Bell’s A Series of Engravings Explaining the Course of the
Nerves (1803). Quarto (29 cm high). Courtesy of the Wellcome Library, London.
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epistemic function)—should have been similar. The notable difference
in their styles, I argue, is related to matters of authorship, authority, and
scientific credit for anatomists in that period, and it is related to the making of a career within a system of patronage in which individuals sought
to be recognizable as worthy of support. My argument, then, about the
interrelationship of authorial voice (or style), authorship, expertise, and
credit could be brought to bear more widely on masterworks of various
sorts in the history of science.

Rendering the Artist Invisible: Jan Van Rymsdyk’s work
for William Smellie, Charles Nicholas Jenty, and William
Hunter
The work of William Smellie, Charles Nicholas Jenty, and William Hunter
offers a good starting point for a discussion of signature styles, given
the many overlaps in the contexts in which their texts were produced
and used. Each man attempted to build a career (with varying levels of
success) as an anatomist, teacher, and accoucheur in London. Smellie
became a renowned instrument maker; Hunter (Smellie’s student) was a
famed and very successful physician, with royal clients; while Jenty would
be largely untraceable were it not for his illustrated books. Each was a
self-made man who attempted to establish himself as a private lecturer,
as well as anatomist–author, as much as a practitioner. Career paths were
unpredictable, patrons were both necessary and fickle, and livelihoods
were cobbled together by a variety of means, even while those doing the
cobbling acted the parts of gentlemen.26 For each anatomist, folios were
a central means of appealing for support.
It is possible when looking at each of these anatomists’ images (Figures
1–3) to see an immediately recognizable signature style, one that cannot
be explained by reference to realism or to epistemic function—or to the
background and training of the artist. The difference need only be characterized broadly, as it is important for this argument that we see that they
were different, rather than precisely how they were different.27 While we
might want to tie those differences to different styles of anatomizing,28
26. Jewson, “Medical Knowledge and the Patronage System” (n. 20).
27. Ian Hacking similarly discusses styles of reasoning as separable from content and
function. Ian Hacking, “Styles of Scientific Reasoning,” in Post-analytic Philosophy, ed. John
Rajchman and Cornel West (New York: Columbia University Press, 1985), 145–65.
28. Jonathan Sawday has looked at styles of anatomizing in the Renaissance, for instance,
examining dissection practices and anatomists’ mentalities in his book Sawday, Body Emblazoned (n. 6).
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the purpose here is to analyze the illustrations themselves and the work
performed by stylistic difference in the illustrations, rather than focusing on the anatomists’ mentalities, anatomical perspectives, or modes of
dissection. The latter considerations, though of course relevant to the
construction of visual representations in anatomy, would distract from
looking at signature style for its own sake, and would tend to lead the
argument back to the epistemic functions of illustrations. To see what is
striking about stylistic differences in Figures 1 to 3, it is first helpful to
consider the circumstances of each anatomist.

Figure 6. Engraving by Charles Grignion from a drawing by Jan Van Rymsdyk,
Table XXIV: “Forceps delivery. The head of the foetus in the lower part of the
pelvis; lateral view” for William Smellie’s A Sett of Anatomical Tables, with Explanations, and an Abridgment, of the Practice of Midwifery: With a View to Illustrate a Treatise
on That Subject, and Collection of Cases (1754). Elephant folio. Courtesy of the
Wellcome Library, London.
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William Smellie was born in Lanark, Scotland, in 1697 and had a practice in that town as a surgeon and apothecary. He moved to London in
1739 and a few years later became the teacher of William Hunter. In 1754
he published A Sett of Anatomical Tables, with Explanations, and an Abridgment, of the Practice of Midwifery. The drawings were mostly by Jan van Rymsdyk, engraved by Charles Grignion. Smellie says in his preface that the
folio was intended for anatomy students, avoiding “the extreme Minutiae,
and what else seemed foreign to their present design; the situation of the
parts, and their respective dimensions, being more particularly attended
to, than a minute anatomical investigation of their structure.”29 Smellie was
in fact a noted practitioner of midwifery, and much of the work for which
he was best known had to do with the invention and use of instruments
used in complicated childbirth. Thus many of the illustrations presented
in Smellie’s folio were either of instruments themselves or of cases of
childbirth in which such instruments might be needed (Figure 6). The
engravings in Smellie’s folio are lifelike and refined, but lightly drawn,
with little texture and shading (see Figure 1). The relevant anatomical
features are highlighted either by showing them in isolation, as in the
case of a womb seen outside the body, abstracted from its surroundings,
or by the draping of fabric to cover irrelevant bits of the anatomy, as if to
preserve dignity. The overall effect is somewhat diagrammatic.
Smellie’s folio, as it was advertised in the first volume of his A Treatise
on the Theory and Practice of Midwifery in 1752, was to consist of twenty-six
plates that would be made available by subscription to those able to pay
the two guineas.30 The importance of the folio for Smellie’s reputation is
made clear by the advertisement, which says that “for the use of foreigners,
there will also be an explanation in Latin,” and that in addition to being
available in London, the work could be seen at “booksellers of Britain in
Ireland, France, and Holand.”31 Its expense to him was made clear in his
proposal that “the drawings will be put into the hands of the best engravers, as soon as a number of subscriptions are received sufficient to defray
the expence of the work.”32
Charles Nicholas Jenty, an obscure figure known almost solely for
his illustrated folio on the pregnant uterus, was probably born and
29. William Smellie, A Sett of Anatomical Tables, with Explanations, and an Abridgment, of
the Practice of Midwifery: With a View to Illustrate a Treatise on That Subject, and Collection of Cases
(London, 1754). iii.
30. Reprinted in John Leonard Thornton, Jan Van Rymsdyk: Medical Artist of the Eighteenth
Century (Cambridge: Oleander Press, 1982), 14–15.
31. Ibid.
32. Ibid.
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educated in France and made his way to London by the mid-1740s.33 There
he sought to establish himself as a male midwife and medical practitioner, to teach surgery, and to work on his folios, which were published in
1757.34 Jenty’s attempts to advance his career using this book of mezzotints
describing the pregnant uterus offer some of the best examples of how
such folios could be used to court patronage and to establish scientific
credibility, a subject that I will return to in the fifth section.

Figure 7. Mezzotint, Table I, from a drawing by Thomas Burgess for Charles
Nicholas Jenty’s The Demonstrations of a Pregnant Uterus of a Woman at Her Full Time:
In Six Tables, as Large as Nature (first German edition, Nuremberg, 1761, from first
London edition, 1757). Broadsheet (627 × 443 mm). Courtesy of the Wellcome
Library, London.
33. I am greatly indebted to Cosimo Calabro, a graduate student at McGill University, who
has done careful and laborious work piecing together Jenty’s life from disparate sources, and
who generously shared his unpublished doctoral research on the subject with me, as well as
to his advisor, Faith Wallis, who brought Calabro’s work to my attention. In addition, see J.
L. Thornton and P. C. Want, “C. N. Jenty and the Mezzotint Plates in His ‘Demonstrations
of a Pregnant Uterus,’ 1757,” J. Audiov. Media Med. 1, no. 3 (1978): 113–15.
34. Charles Nicolas Jenty, The Demonstrations of a Pregnant Uterus of a Woman at Her Full
Term: In Six Tables, as Large as Nature (London, 1757).
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Figure 8. Mezzotint by Johann Michael Seligmann, Table II, from a drawing by Jan
Van Rymsdyk for Charles Nicholas Jenty’s The Demonstrations of a Pregnant Uterus
of a Woman at Her Full Time: In Six Tables, as Large as Nature (first German edition,
Nuremberg, 1761, from first London edition, 1757). Broadsheet (627 × 443 mm).
Courtesy of the Wellcome Library, London.

Jenty’s mezzotints are soft and rounded—a necessary product of their
medium, but a medium and set of associated characteristics that were
chosen by Jenty. The character of the work seems to be set at the outset
with the depiction of a pregnant torso (Figure 7), full and voluptuous.
The shading, roundness, and depth of the images make the bodies appear
alive rather than cadaverous. The bodies are draped such that the womb
is seen in isolation or foregrounded when the fetus is exposed (Figures 2
and 8, for example). Jenty explained his stylistic decision to use mezzotint
in a note to the reader:
If it should be asked, Why, in these Plates, I chose Mezzotinto, instead of
Engraving? I answer, that. … Engraving itself, how well soever performed,
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would not have answered my intention for Colouring, so well as Mezzotinto;
as this method is softer, and capable of exhibiting a nearer imitation of Nature
than Engraving, as Artists themselves acknowledge that Nature may admit of
light and shades, well blended and softened, but never did of a harsh outline: So it must be confessed, that these Prints may want the Smartness which
Engraving might have contributed; but the Softness which they possess, may
approach nearer to the Imitation of Nature, when coloured, than any engraving possibly could.35

Tobias Smollett’s review of Jenty’s work proclaimed that there was little
virtue in Jenty’s decision: “Perhaps mezzotinto may soften the appearance
of the whole into a more pleasing picture; but it certainly cannot give the
same strength, precision and effect, which may be derived from the lines
of engraving. Indeed the parts are so indistinctly represented, as to be
in some places altogether unintelligible.”36 It was a stylistic choice that
Jenty made here and elsewhere, and he espoused its virtue and uniqueness in the preface.37 Indeed, the style appears quite distinct from those
of the engravings produced for Hunter and Smellie from drawings by Jan
van Rymsdyk.
The most famous of Van Rymsdyk’s drawings are the ones he did for
William Hunter’s Anatomy of the Human Gravid Uterus, published in 1774.
Hunter was born in 1718 in Long Calderwood, in Scotland, and studied
at Glasgow University. In 1737, he went to live with William Cullen and
in 1840 began attending the anatomical lectures of Alexander Monro, so
his training was among the finest British medical men. In 1741, Hunter
went to London, with a letter of introduction to William Smellie, as well
as to several other Scots. In London, Hunter became an accoucheur of
renown and attended the deliveries of Queen Charlotte, as well as becoming the professor of anatomy at the Royal Academy of Art.38 A decade
after his arrival in London, Hunter began working with Van Rymsdyk on
his greatest work.
The drawings for the Anatomy of the Human Gravid Uterus were done in
red chalk from thirteen different corpses over a twenty-three-year period,

35. From ibid. as quoted in Thornton, Jan Van Rymsdyk (n. 30), 55.
36. Tobias Smollett, “On the Arts and Sciences: Structurae Humanae Demonstratio,”
Crit. Rev. Ann. Lit. 2 (1756): 373.
37. Jenty used Mezzotints, despite the availability of engraving and etching, because he
declared them to give a more lifelike appearance. For examples, see Jenty, Demonstrations of
a Pregnant Uterus (n. 34); Charles Nicholas Jenty, An Essay on the Demonstration of the Human
Structure Half as Large as Nature, in Four Tables. From the Pictures Painted after Dissections, for
That Purpose (London, 1757).
38. Thornton, Jan Van Rymsdyk (n. 30), 23–25.
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the first subject having been anatomized in 1751.39 By October 1751,
Hunter had begun advertising the set of drawings that would eventually
become the folio, saying that subscriptions would be taken by a bookseller
in the Strand, and at his own house, where potential subscribers could
come to view a specimen plate.40 When the book was finally published in
1774, the price was six guineas. The style of the illustrations in Hunter’s
folio is clearly different from those of Smellie’s and Jenty’s atlases. Van
Rymsdyk’s drawings for William Hunter are more heavily shaded. Appendages are simply severed, as if by a saw, and the sites of that severing are
clear. His images isolate the body part in question, but with none of the
gentleness—the fabric or the simple and easy absence—that Smellie offers
his viewer. Even when there is cloth drapery, it does nothing to soften the
impact of what almost appears to be a standing, severed, pregnant torso,
flaps of skin peeled back (see Figure 10). This is a good place at which
to add that the engraver too helped to shape the style of an anatomist’s
work, for William Hunter’s folio shows engravings that were both more
uniform and more distinctive than Van Rymsdyk’s red chalk drawings
were (see Figures 9 and 10). This is rather remarkable, given that Van
Rymsdyk’s chalk drawings, along with those of the three other artists who
worked on Anatomy of the Human Gravid Uterus for William Hunter, were
rendered into precise line engravings by a total of sixteen different engravers.41 It was another element of production for Hunter to supervise the
engraving, and another opportunity to intervene. The uniformity among
Hunter’s engravings indicates clearly that the difference in style between
the folios, of different anatomists, that Van Rymsdyk illustrated was not
simply imposed by the engraver. Style belonged to the anatomist.
The remarkable similarity of style within a single anatomist’s work
and the differences in style between different anatomists’ work is all the
more apparent and stunning when one takes into account the context in
which these folios were illustrated. In 1752, Van Rymsdyk was working for
both William Smellie and William Hunter simultaneously, drawing very
different illustrations of the same subject matter. By 1755, he was also
drawing pregnant corpses for Charles Nicholas Jenty (and was also working for John Hunter, doing natural history illustrations).42 Van Rymsdyk
did all of the first ten plates for the Gravid Uterus, which probably circulated separately in the mid-1750s.43 Van Rymsdyk left London to go to
39. Ibid., 29–38.
40. Ibid., 30.
41. J. L. Thornton and P. C. Want, “Jan van Rymsdyk’s Illustrations of the Gravid Uterus
Drawn for Hunter, Smellie, Jenty and Denman,” J. Audiov. Media Med. 2, no. 1 (1979): 12.
42. Thornton, Jan Van Rymsdyk (n. 30), 5–9.
43. Thornton and Want, “Jan van Rymsdyk’s Illustrations” (n. 41), 11–12.
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Figure 9. One of Jan Van Rymsdyk’s red chalk drawings for William Hunter. One
can see that the use of light and shadow is stronger in the drawings than in the
engraving in Figure 10. Other internal organs are shown here, as they were not in
the engraving, and a little book open in front of the vagina seems to provide some
modesty to the corpse that is not available in the engraved plate. By permission
of University of Glasgow Library, Special Collections.
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Figure 10. In comparing this engraving to the red chalk drawing in Figure 9, one
can see that the upper torso and intestines, flaps of skin, bulbousness of the uterus,
and even the apparent position and attitude of the corpse have been altered
slightly. One could see this as another way in which the end product was distanced
from the anatomist’s vision, except that the engravings seem instead to have been
another means for anatomists to shape the final folio illustrations in their own
style, for despite the use of many engravers, there is a clear uniformity among
Hunter’s engravings (see Figures 12 and 13), and his engravings appear to have
a style more distinctively his own than Van Rymsdyk’s drawings do. Engraved by
François Aliamet from a drawing by Jan Van Rymsdyk, Plate I for William Hunter’s
Anatomia uteri humani gravidi tabulis illustrata (1774). Elephant folio. Courtesy of
the Wellcome Library, London.
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Figure 11. Engraved by Louis Gerard Scotin from a drawing by Jan Van Rymsdyk, Plate II:
“Abdominal viscera,” for William Hunter’s Anatomia uteri humani gravidi tabulis illustrata (1774).
Elephant folio. Courtesy of the Wellcome Library, London. The harsh lines of the butchered
body are graphically depicted in this plate, which falls early in the text and was done earlier in
the twenty-year period during which the Gravid Uterus was written.

Figure 12. Engraved by Charles Canot from a drawing by Jan Van Rymsdyk, Plate XXVII:
“Eleventh subject in the fifth month (arteries and viens injected with wax of different colours),” for William Hunter’s Anatomia uteri humani gravidi tabulis illustrata (1774). Elephant
folio. Courtesy of the Wellcome Library, London. This plate falls late in the book and in the
period during which drawings were done, yet note its similarity to Plates 11 and 16 (Figures
11 and 12, below it).
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Figure 13. Engraved by Pierre
Maleuve from a drawing by Jan
Van Rymsdyk, Plate XI, for William
Hunter’s Anatomia uteri humani
gravidi tabulis illustrata (1774). Elephant folio. Courtesy of the Wellcome Library, London.

Figure 14. Engraved by J. Michel
from a drawing made by Edward
Edwards in 1764, Plate XVI, for
William Hunter’s Anatomia uteri
humani gravidi tabulis illustrata
(1774). Elephant folio. Courtesy
of the Wellcome Library, London.
Though this was drawn by Edward
Edwards, notice the similarity in
style to Plates 11 and 27.
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Bristol in 1758, attempting to make his fortune as a portrait painter, but
returned to London by 1764, at which time he was back in the employ
of William Hunter.44 He made nine drawings for the Gravid Uterus that
year. Yet despite Van Rymsdyk’s simultaneous and very different work for
multiple anatomists working on the same subject, and despite all of the
discontinuity in Van Rymsdyk’s work for Hunter and his time in another
city pursuing different ambitions, the style of illustration in Hunter’s
folio is constant. Artists are known for going through periods or phases,
for developing and changing over their careers, but the illustrative style
deployed by Van Rymsdyk for Hunter remained remarkably static.
In addition to Rymsdyk, three other artists were involved in the drawings for the Gravid Uterus, each of whom did only one illustration. Plate
16 (Figure 14) was drawn by Edward Edwards, Plate 21 by Alexander Cozens, and Plate 22 by Nicholas Blakey.45 In Figures 9, 10, and 11 (all done
by Van Rymsdyk, but at different times during the twenty-year period of
production), one can see that the stylistic tone of the folio remains constant, even with different illustrators. They look much more similar to
each other than they do to those of Jenty or of Smellie.
These anatomists, who seem to have been developing styles of their
own, independent of their artists, took different stances in the prefaces to
their folios toward the artists with whom they worked. William Smellie, for
example, was fairly generous in his crediting of his artist, Van Rymsdyk,
with the drawings themselves, and is careful to assure the reader that the
unnamed engraver has not gotten in the way, saying, “The whole of the
Drawings are faithfully engraved.”46 The truth of this claim is not particularly pertinent—what matters is that Smellie wants his reader to know
that he managed the production of his folio’s engravings and oversaw the
making of images. To that end, he is also careful to assure the reader that
he was responsible for the vision established in Van Rymsdyk’s faithful
drawings: “I shall … beg leave to observe here by way of Preface, that the
greatest part of the figures were taken from subjects prepared on purpose,
to show every thing that might conduce to the improvement of the young
Practitioner.”47 The figures were taken (faithfully) from subjects that he,
Smellie, “prepared on purpose.” The work of dissection and direction was
the work of the anatomist, and sometimes artists even drew from some
combination of fresh cadavers and prepared specimens, in cases where
the artistry and vision of the anatomist would have been even clearer.
Smellie’s comment serves as a reminder that even the anatomized body
44. Thornton, Jan Van Rymsdyk (n. 30), 5–9.
45. Hunter, Anatomia uteri humani gravidi tabulis illustrata (n. 9), preface.
46. Smellie, Sett of Anatomical Tables (n. 29), iv.
47. Ibid., iii.
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from which an artist drew was a stage of representation at which an anatomist could try to condition the appearance of the illustration produced.48
Jenty too credited Van Rymsdyk, and did so more generously than
Smellie. Van Rymsdyk was again said to have drawn from nature: “the
Originals of these Tables were taken from this Woman by Mr. Van Riemsdyk, and not done at Random, or from Fancy, as some have been.” Jenty
does not hesitate to ascribe value, masterful value, to Van Rymsdyk’s work,
saying that several “eminent Persons of the Profession” who saw Van Rymsdyk painting the corpse “have acknowledged the Pictures to be the greatest Masterpieces of his Performances that have ever yet been produced,
and perhaps such as will hardly be rivaled.” But those masterpieces were
meant to be the masterpieces of Jenty’s career, articulating his vision. Van
Rymsdyk painted nature as she was seen and exposed by Jenty, and he
painted it truly and masterfully, but Jenty finished this passage in praise of
Van Rymsdyk by saying, “As for my Part, I may venture to say, that nothing
of this Kind has, as yet, been published on this Subject in such a State of
Pregnancy, and disposed in the manner that the Tables are, tho’ there
are only six of them, which give a full Demonstration of all the necessary
and useful Parts in this State.”49 The demonstrations, the novelty, were
the anatomist’s, Jenty’s, and not his artist’s.
William Hunter, for whom Van Rymsdyk worked extensively, took a
different approach, more blatantly erasing the scientific work and the
visibility of his artist altogether.50 In Hunter’s acknowledgments, his artist remains nameless (though one of the engravers and his high fees are
mentioned in the preface). Hunter says, by way of thanking his brother
John, that in most dissections he was “assisted by my brother Mr. John
Hunter, whose accuracy in anatomical researches is so well known, that
to omit this opportunity of thanking him for that assistance, would be in
some measure to disregard the future reputation of the work itself.” But

48. For more on Albinus’s complicated experimental setups, see, for example, Tim Huisman, “Squares and Diopters: The Drawing System of a Famous Anatomical Atlas,” Tractrix
4 (1992): 1–11; Hendrik Punt, Bernard Siegfried Albinus (1697–1770), On “Human Nature”:
Anatomical and Physiological Ideas in Eighteenth Century Leiden (Amsterdam: B.M. Israël, 1983);
Andrew Cunningham, The Anatomist Anatomis’d: An Experimental Discipline in Enlightenment
Europe (Farnham: Ashgate, 2010).
49. Jenty, Demonstrations of a Pregnant Uterus (n. 34), 8.
50. There is a whole body of literature on “invisible technicians,” to which this article
relates. For a few outstanding examples, see Shapin, “Invisible Technician” (n. 8); Steven
Shapin, A Social History of Truth: Civility and Science in Seventeenth-Century England (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1994); Alex Soojung-Kim Pang, Empire and the Sun: Victorian
Solar Eclipse Expeditions (Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University Press, 2002).
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of Van Rymsdyk, he said only that he “owes likewise much to the ingenious
artists who made the drawings and engraving.”
Hunter added a description of the labors involved in creating illustrations from dissections of a rare subject. Since opportunities for dissecting a pregnant uterus were uncommon, when presented with one the
anatomist needed “at once [to] carry on two schemes which are hardly
compatible; that is to say, he must dissect for his own information, in the
first place, and yet conduct the inquiry so as to have good drawings made
of the principal appearances.” In addition to dissecting and preparing
a corpse with the artist’s needs in mind, the anatomist had to consider
decomposition and putrefaction, making speed essential for both the artist and the anatomist, so that drawing from the body at hand would result
in something legible and useful. Hunter writes, “Much time must be lost,
and the parts must be considerably injured by long exposure to the air
before the painter; especially if the work be conducted by an anatomist
who will not allow the artist to paint from memory or imagination, but only
from immediate observation.”51 As Hunter makes clear in this passage, he
chose what to allow his painter, what sort of vision he tried to condition
through the experimental setup, within constraints set by nature herself
and the speed of decay.
The engraver was yet another, and expensive, intermediary who played
a role in displaying an anatomist’s vision. Charles Bell, who was very careful about his how his illustrations were crafted, raised the concern that
an engraver’s hand could alter drawings to their detriment, writing in an
1807 letter to his brother George, “These engravings, by the bye, of Holloway’s will be very fine. … But this is my opinion on comparing them
with the original: the freedom of the pencil is quite lost, the decision of
the lines disappears in the softened engraving, and there is a great want
of the sharp termination of the shadow … in the engravings I thought I
discovered faults in the anatomy which I could not see in the original.”52 It
is clear from Bell’s letters that he had extensive exchanges with his engravers (primarily John Landseer) and that he cultivated relationships with
them and worked with them to ensure that the final vision presented in
an engraving was his own. In another letter to his brother in 1823, Charles
wrote, concerning his book on the anatomy of expression, “It has been
eight or nine months printing, but the engravings continue to give me
great trouble. I send out a laughing boy, and he comes back crying.”53
The lack of control that an anatomist had over the artistic rendering and
51. Hunter, Anatomia uteri humani gravidi tabulis illustrata (n. 9), preface.
52. Bell, Letters of Sir Charles Bell (n. 10), 107–8 (September 21, 1807).
53. Ibid., 280–81 (December 8, 1823).
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engraving of his vision made it only the more necessary that he represent
his folios as the work of a single author, using style to demonstrate that
the folio was his own.
Martin Kemp has written in his account of anatomists in the same
period, “What is particularly interesting in our present context is that this
apparently supreme example of the stylish style actually involved a highly
elaborate attempt to overcome the problem of the intervention of the
artist’s own eye and hand.”54 Whether by describing Jan Van Rymsdyk as
expertly representing nature exactly as it was displayed in front of him,
or by not mentioning him by name in the preface when merely thanking
“the artists” who contributed to a folio, these anatomists’ prefaces to their
works help to reinforce what visual style also established: that these folios
were the masterwork of the anatomist. The artist’s craft, even when worthy of high praise, was about expressing the anatomist’s vision. A stylistic
signature simply became one element of the expression of authority over
vision and representation conveyed in these folios.

Anatomist–Artists’ Adoption of Distinct Styles: Charles and
John Bell
Charles and John Bell were both surgeon–anatomists in late eighteenthand early nineteenth-century Britain. John taught Charles anatomy, and
they collaborated on textbooks and taught together, and both did their
own illustrations.55 They were both talented artists with almost identical
training. But their careers took very different trajectories, in part based
on different social situations, ambitions, and skills. John ran a successful
anatomy school on Surgeon’s Square in Edinburgh, though he was eventually forced to close his school after engaging in disputes with powerful
professors at Edinburgh University and being blocked from bringing students into the dispensary. He was known as a skilled surgeon and was able
to make a good living as a practitioner; his chief contribution to anatomy
training at the time was thought to be the introduction of surgical anatomy, or the applications of anatomy to surgical practice, in Edinburgh.56
John’s work often took the form of small etchings—which were less expensive in part because the anatomist could do them himself—rather than
the large and impressive engravings seen in works like Hunter’s. John Bell
offers a good contrast to his brother Charles, whom he taught and yet
54. Kemp, “Style and Non-style in Anatomical Illustration” (n. 13), 198.
55. Gordon-Taylor and Walls, Sir Charles Bell, His Life and Times (n. 25).
56. Matthew Kaufman, “John Bell (1763–1820), the ‘Father’ of Surgical Anatomy,” J. Med.
Biog. 13, no. 2 (2005): 73–81; E. W. Walls, “John Bell, 1763–1820,” Med. Hist. 8 (1964): 63–69.
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from whom he differed considerably. Charles was both less cantankerous
and more successful than his brother. He left Edinburgh because of his
brother’s unpopularity and built his career teaching anatomy in London,
using the classroom to publicize his work.57
Both Bells learned to draw from their mother (as well as the painter
David Allen in Charles’s case), making their training idiosyncratic. Both
brothers drew from cadavers and based their illustrative and artistic work
on the anatomy of the dead at a time when “drawing from life” or even
from classical statues was in vogue at the Royal Academy, in London.
Charles’s insistence on the necessity of dissection to an artist’s training
may well have cost him an appointment at the Royal Academy, even while
he also filled his classroom with students like Benjamin Haydon, who
shared his views.58 Yet despite similarities in background and realism,
the styles of Charles and John are markedly different. Both include anatomical context for the part in focus—a flayed corpse in order to see the
muscles of the back for John Bell, or a face with the skin peeled away for
Charles—and include a great deal of naturalistic detail. But in a very basic
way, Charles’s drawings seem to convey beauty, maintaining the dignity
of the person being anatomized (see Figure 5), while John’s, which are
often etched roughly (see Figure 4), seem to do almost exactly the opposite—his images seem ugly or gruesome or lurid to us precisely because he
allows no human dignity in his images—neither the sort that comes from
isolating the organ or system under study, making the anatomical part
simply a thing by removing its humanness, nor the sort that comes from
preserving the humanity of his subject. His subjects are bound, flayed,
hung about, like pieces of meat. There is no reverence here; there is the
affect of a human abattoir.
Both brothers’ work has been treated as possessing a sort of authenticity
embodied in the details. Irving Loudon, for example, wrote of Charles that
he “brought a conscious and deliberate artistry and sometimes a certain
quirkiness to anatomical illustration. … In two dissections of the same
subject the young features, curly hair, and curled and pointed moustache
were lovingly recorded. … Minute detail, such as the ligatures and pins
used for holding back skin flaps and muscles, are shown with the shadows
they cast.”59 Such detail, Loudon says, made drawing a form of exploration
57. Carin Berkowitz, Charles Bell and the Anatomy of Reform (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, forthcoming 2015).
58. Frederick Cummings, “B.R. Haydon and His School,” J. Warburg Courtauld Inst. 26,
nos. 3/4 (1963): 367–80.
59. Irvine Loudon, “Sir Charles Bell and the Anatomy of Expression,” Brit. Med. J. 285
(1982): 1794–1796.
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and dissection itself. Loudon’s is the sort of explanation that helps to
begin to account for the styles adopted by the brothers and helps reveal
similarities, but it does not serve as a self-standing explanation. If we not
only account for the functions the images served for readers, functions we
explore by assessing the content of images, but also look at the purposes
built into the material objects by the anatomists themselves, we can see
that the difference between the brothers’ work was neither technical nor
epistemic but social. John was writing as a surgeon who had alienated
established social figures in Edinburgh; Charles was writing as aspiring
natural philosopher, anatomist, and, importantly, teacher of artists in London. Charles’s ambitions to standing within the worlds of art and natural
philosophy made beautiful and lifelike images essential for him in a way
that they were not for his brother.
Loudon’s is one of many explanations that are functional in nature,
accounting for a kind of epistemological function—that of realism—
conveyed by style; but functionalist explanations alone do not suffice for
either the Bells or the previously discussed anatomists, Smellie, Hunter,
and Jenty. John Bell’s gruesomeness has, similarly, been seen as an
attempt to convey realism and naturalism.60 Art historian Lyle Massey has
explained the orientation of Smellie’s cadaver within the image by referring to the instructional purpose of the atlas, saying that, on the one hand,
the images represent the woman as the midwife would have seen her, while
also arguing that the same images show the unseen fetus’s descent down
the birth canal.61 Again, this is one relevant purpose of the book, but it
fails to address Smellie’s signature style and the social purposes of folios.
Other historians have used the purely decorative additions to anatomical illustrations (rhinoceroses in the background or skeletons leaning on
canes) to argue that these images were simply shaped by iconography
and tradition.62 However, neither explanations rooted in traditions of
ornamentation, nor ones that, treating these folios as scientific texts, use
functionalist explanations for the displays found within them, account for
five different styles from five anatomists who were near contemporaries
in the same country (and therefore exposed to the same traditions), and
whose books serve similar epistemic purposes.
The Bells provide a very good example of how little those sorts of
explanations satisfy, given the similarity of the brothers’ background and
work. Of all of the anatomists’ folios examined in this article, theirs are
60. Sappol, Dream Anatomy (n. 6), 25–56; Loudon, “Sir Charles Bell” (n. 59).
61. Lyle Massey, “Pregnancy and Pathology: Picturing Childbirth in Eighteenth-Century
Obstetric Atlases,” Art Bull. 87, no. 1 (2005): 73–91, esp. 74.
62. Sappol, Dream Anatomy (n. 6), 25–56.
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most dramatically different from each other stylistically, and yet their
background and training, as well as their anatomy theories, are the most
similar, as is evident when one takes into account the multivolume Anatomy
of the Human Body, written by the brothers jointly and while Charles was
apprenticed to John.63 The Bells also provide additional evidence of the
purposefulness of the different styles cultivated: the Bells were exceptional in doing their own illustrations, and therefore make it possible to
see how a deliberate style was developed by those anatomists who did not
use artists as well by the majority who did. A recognizable authorial style
was an important part of positioning oneself within a grand tradition and
establishing one’s reputation with patrons and for posterity. John Bell’s
preface to Engravings of the Bones, Muscles, and Joints elaborates upon what
such a canon would likely have been taken to look like: the first generation of Vesalius, Fallopius, and Eustachius, followed by William Cheselden,
Albinus, Giovanni Battista Margagni, Albrecht von Haller, Govard Bidloo,
William Hunter, and William Cowper. It was about looking backward and
positioning oneself in such a historical canon, situating oneself socially in
order to secure patronage, and looking forward to one’s legacy. Legacy
and patronage, as the next section shows, were accomplished together
and simultaneously.

Choosing Distinction: Securing Discovery and Earning
Patronage
In 1756, Tobias Smollett wrote quite a damning review of Jenty’s work.
He specifically mentioned a passage in which Jenty placed himself as
the heir to the great anatomists who came before him: “We censure the
more freely on this occasion, as Mr. Jenty, in his proposals, hath given his
own work the preference to every thing hither-to published on the same
subject.”64 Jenty had, in fact, situated his work within the history of his discipline, writing about the usefulness of his illustrations for contemporary
anatomists, declaring it “disposed in a more natural manner than those
of Eustachius, Bidloe, Cowper, Albinus, or Haller (whose Multitude of
Figures, taken all together, hardly give a natural and complete Demonstration of the human Body …).”65 And at the same time, Jenty cited Van
Rymsdyk’s work for Smellie and Hunter as evidence of Van Rymsdyk’s skill

63. John Bell and Charles Bell, The Anatomy of the Human Body, 4 vols. (London: T.N.
Longman and O. Rees etc., 1802).
64. Smollett, “On the Arts and Sciences” (n. 36), 374.
65. Jenty, Essay on the Demonstration of the Human Structure (n. 37), 5.
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in imitating nature.66 This sort of rhetorical positioning with respect to
great anatomists who were known for their folios was also accomplished
through the illustrations.
Hunter, like Jenty, positioned his work with respect to others, but
rather than listing the greats, he simply declared his work to be novel,
and therefore significant, saying that even individual illustrations themselves highlighted discovery. “In anatomy,” Hunter wrote, “as in natural
history, the subject is supposed to be new, or only imperfectly known. …
Accordingly in this work … matters of less moment, or approaching repetitions are executed in a slight manner; and what is merely a repetition
is commonly put down in bare out-lines.”67 The engravings were made
to support claims to discovery. And Hunter paid a considerable sum for
them, demonstrating their worth to him.68 There is further evidence of
that purpose in the book’s production: Anatomy of the Human Gravid Uterus
was printed by John Baskerville, a printer chosen for his fine and longlasting papers.69 Hunter valued such quality and paid a great deal for it,
for this book was the most expensive thing that Baskerville published in
his career, but such expense was justified by the purpose of these books as
objects.70 Hunter wrote in his introduction, “The advantage of his paper
and ink, is that they render a leaf of his Press-Work an excellent preservative of the plates between which it is placed.” Hunter literally spoke
about “securing a sort of immortality to the plates.”71 Immortality! These
folios, through their illustrations and their distribution, would establish
an anatomist’s career and his legacy.
Smellie’s and Hunter’s advertising of their work as available by subscription, with specimen plates for viewing located in London and sometimes other cities, makes clear the expense of these folios, as well as their
significance in promoting an anatomist’s work. Smellie offered in the
advertisement to make a list of his subscribers available, following a common practice that showcased the beneficence of his patrons.72 Similarly,
Hunter’s letters to William Cullen, stating that the folio would cost him “a
66. Ibid., 6.
67. Hunter, Anatomia uteri humani gravidi tabulis illustrata (n. 9), preface.
68. Thornton writes, “The work must have cost Hunter a considerable sum of money,
and in manuscript copies of his lectures he mentions: ‘One of them cost 65 guineas, another
45 guineas, another 100 guineas.’ These sums are extremely high for that period, and it
is not entirely clear if these were paid to the artist, engraver, or included the entire cost of
producing the plates.” Thornton, Jan Van Rymsdyk (n. 30), 39.
69. Massey, “Pregnancy and Pathology” (n. 61), 78–79.
70. Ibid.
71. Hunter, Anatomia uteri humani gravidi tabulis illustrata (n. 9), preface.
72. Thornton, Jan Van Rymsdyk (n. 30), 14.
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devilish deal of money” (1752) and that the folio and large plates would
be “a very considerable work for expence and show” (1768), as well as his
unrealized plans to set up a printing press of his own to deal with them
(also described to Cullen in 1768) suggest the expense and social significance of these books.73
Anatomists sought scientific legitimacy and a legacy within the canon
of anatomy texts; they also sought both wealthy and scientifically successful patrons. Most anatomists were trained as surgeons, though some were
physicians. They supported themselves by practicing their art and seeing
patients, by teaching in private schools, by giving students access to the
wards of hospitals as hospital pupils, and by writing books and articles of
various sorts (both medical and sometimes general natural–philosophical); Charles Bell on occasion also did illustrations for other anatomists’
work.74 They received support from wealthy gentlemen in the form of gifts,
patient fees, and contracted work on various projects (Henry Brougham
hired Bell to write for several popular science volumes).75 They tried to
gain access to gentleman patrons as well as to exclusive hospital posts that
were controlled by those already in power by courting scientific and medical patrons as well. Charles Bell, on arrival in London from Edinburgh,
bought a decent coat that made him look like a gentleman but that he
could scarcely afford, and began a long series of visits, social calls, and
dinner engagements that brought him into contact with established members of the medical community who had hospital posts or were fellows
of the Royal College of Surgeons.76 These were common ways of seeking
support, but anatomists also asked friends and friends of friends to show
their work to the most highly sought patrons. Barring direct or mediated relationships to individuals, they sought legitimacy and support by
simply sending the work without personal introduction to highly placed
individuals and groups.
Jenty dedicated his 1757 volume The Demonstration of a Pregnant Uterus of
a Woman at Her Full Term to the members of the Royal Academy of Surgery
at Paris. His Course of Anatomico-Physiological Lectures on the Human Structure
and Animal Oeconomy (1757) was dedicated to the Earl of Macclesfield,
73. John Thomson, An Account of the Life, Lectures, and Writings of William Cullen, 2 vols.
(Edinburgh: Blackwood, 1859), 1:543–44 and 55.
74. Roy Porter, “Medical Lecturing in Georgian London,” Brit. J. Hist. Sci. 28, no. 1
(1995): 91–99.
75. Gordon-Taylor and Walls, Sir Charles Bell, His Life and Times (n. 25); William Paley,
Henry Brougham, and Charles Bell, Paley’s Natural Theology, with Illustrative Notes (London:
C. Knight, 1836); Bell, Letters of Sir Charles Bell (n. 10), 295, 316–17, 43.
76. Bell, Letters of Sir Charles Bell (n. 10), 23.
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George Parker, who was also the president of the Royal Society from 1752
until 1764, and to the Council and Fellows of the Royal Society of London. His Essay on the Demonstration of the Human Structure, Half as Large as
Nature, in Four Tables, from the Pictures Painted After Dissections, for That Purpose (1757) was dedicated to the Worshipful Company of Surgeons of London.77 In 1758, Jenty was a candidate for fellowship in the Royal Society,
but was rejected. According to Cosimo Calabro, who has carefully traced
Jenty’s dealings with learned societies, in 1758 Jenty also offered his Essay
on the Demonstration of Human Structure … in Four Tables and Demonstration
of a Pregnant Uterus of a Woman at Her Full Term to the Royal Academy of
Science of Stockholm and the following year began to refer to himself as
a member of the Academy, with which he had actually become a “correspondent.” Jenty would also eventually offer his anatomical tables to the
Rouen Academy, the Toulouse Academy, and Peter Templeman (secretary
of the Society for the Encouragement of Arts, Manufactures, and Commerce).78 His illustrated folios were his testament to his scientific abilities
and the product with which he courted scientific patronage.
Others, like William Hunter and Charles Bell, had already broken into
scientific circles and were members of established groups of scientific and
medical men, but they nonetheless used their illustrated masterworks to
attract scientific and material support. Anatomists like Bell often earned
a living by teaching, rather than by practicing medicine, and were always
seeking patronage from prominent gentlemen.79 Bell had his folio on
the anatomy of expression sent to members of the Royal Academy of
Art before his candidacy for a professorship of anatomy was announced,
and had his brother George show his work on the brain and nerves to
the Playfairs, Dugald Stewart, Francis Jeffrey, and Henry Brougham—all
powerful patrons of science in Edinburgh.80 Bell dedicated his Institutes
77. Jenty, Demonstrations of a Pregnant Uterus (n. 34), 53–60; Charles Nicholas Jenty, A
Course of Anatomico-Physiological Lectures on the Human Structure and Animal Oeconomy (London:
J. Rivington and J. Fletcher, 1757); Jenty, Essay on the Demonstration of the Human Structure (n.
37); Thornton, Jan Van Rymsdyk (n. 30).
78. See note 32. Cosimo Calabro shared his unpublished doctoral research on Jenty with
me after his advisor, Faith Wallis, brought Calabro’s work to my attention. In addition, see
Thornton and Thornton, “C. N. Jenty and the Mezzotint Plates” (n. 33).
79. Jordanova says, “The skill and connoisseurship of medical authors in selecting and
working with artists, engravers, and printers were on display. Thus, patronage networks were
on display—a point reinforced by the dedication pages in medical books of the period.”
Ludmilla Jordanova, “Medicine and Genres of Display,” in Visual Display: Culture Beyond
Appearances, ed. L. Cooke and P. Wollen (Seattle: Bay Press, 1995), 202–17, esp. 203.
80. Bell wrote about sending his engravings to Francis Jeffrey and Lionel Playfair, and
just days later about work sent to Playfair and Dugald Stewart. Bell, Letters of Sir Charles Bell
(n. 10), 125 (July 15, 1808) and 128 (August 8, 1808). Despite the vote of Henry Fuseli,
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of Surgery to the students of the Royal College of Surgery, Edinburgh,
and his Engravings of the Arteries to Sir Charles Blicke, president of the
Royal College of Surgeons and senior surgeon of St. Bartholomew’s Hospital.81 William Hunter ambitiously dedicated his Anatomy of the Human
Gravid Uterus to King George III (though he also sent a letter to one of
his scientific patrons, William Cullen, suggesting that if the work had not
been dedicated to the king, it would have been dedicated to Cullen).82
The purpose of gifts and dedications was clear. In 1809, Bell wrote to his
brother, “I have got your scolding letter to-day. You tell me to cultivate
men; I wish you had said, to be industrious and cultivate a proud spirit of
independence.”83 All of this indicates the importance of anatomy folios
for networks of patronage, but it also suggests explanations of style that
go beyond the epistemic, informational, or pedagogical. Stylistically,
illustrations could serve as a kind of dedication or homage, even while
they also depicted a kind of uniqueness, a twist on or tweak to the work
of predecessors.
Anatomists had to cultivate both scientific and material patronage in
an era when the practicing anatomist was often also a part-time teacher
and part-time practicing surgeon, and was only sometimes considered a
natural philosopher. Jewson has argued that medical men of the early
eighteenth century produced knowledge tailored to the clientele they
cultivated, often producing a variety of eccentric interests among the
members of the medical profession, interests that mirrored those of
their patients. Thus they developed networks of powerful patients and
built lucrative medical practices through face-to-face interactions. While
similar gentlemanly patronage networks were very much a part of late
eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century medicine, which had no established professional career path, professional support (the patronage of
other medical men) had become increasingly important to making a
living and a name for oneself in the medical world.84 Anatomy folios, as
who had received Bell’s work (ibid., 80 [August 25, 1808]), Bell was not selected for the
post at the Royal Academy.
81. Charles Bell, Institutes of Surgery; Arranged in the Order of the Lectures Delivered in the
University of Edinburgh, 2 vols. (Edinburgh: Black, 1838); Charles Bell, Engravings of the Arteries, Illustrating the Second Volume of the Anatomy of the Human Body (London: Longman and
Rees, 1801).
82. Thomson, Account of the Life, Lectures, and Writing of William Cullen (n. 73), 556.
83. Bell, Letters of Sir Charles Bell (n. 10), 148 (May 1809).
84. Susan Lawrence, “Entrepreneurs and Private Enterprise: The Development of Medical Lecturing in London, 1775–1820,” Bull. Hist. Med. 62 (1988): 171–92; Susan Lawrence,
“Private Enterprise and Public Interests: Medical Education and the Apothecaries’ Act,
1780–1825,” in British Medicine in an Age of Reform, ed. Roger French and Andrew Wear
(London: Routledge, 1991), 45–73.
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decorative scientific objects full of images that represented discoveries and
were framed in ways that paid tribute to the great men of the field, satisfied both gentlemanly and medical patrons. The means for establishing
one’s reputation and developing one’s legacy—both through solidifying
claims to novel work or to discovery and through establishing scientific
and social connections—was the distribution of masterfully illustrated
folios representing the novelty and beauty of an anatomist’s work. These
folios carried the signature of their anatomist–authors in the form of a
particular style.
Besides the restricted sample of anatomy texts so far considered, one
can also identify particular (and different) styles, with their associated patterns of influence and adoption, in the mezzotints of German anatomist
Bernhard Siegfried Albinus (1697–1770) and French artist–printer–publisher Jacques Fabien Gautier d’Agoty (1717–85); in the detailed engravings of Bidloo (1649–1713), full of flies and pins; in the finely drawn and
hand-colored engravings of John Bell’s student John Lizars (1787–1860);
and in the mathematized and precise drawings of Petrus Camper (1722–
89), a student of William Smellie. Deanna Petherbridge and Ludmilla
Jordanova have noted that accusations of appropriation and plagiarism
plagued the community of anatomists who built on and responded to
the traditions of others. Tracing one set of those very evident lineages,
they observe that William Cowper’s “redrawings and additional plates to
The anatomy of humane bodies … , 1698 and his posthumous Myotomia reformata … , 1724 (second edition) take the Lairessian mannerisms [Lairesse
did the drawings for Bidloo’s folio] to more expressionist ends.”85
For those who did not have the artistic skills of the Bell brothers, control over the artist was always a concern, a matter of displaying the kind
of accuracy that the anatomist intended; that control and authority had
to be demonstrated in order to assure others that the vision and accuracy
belonged to the anatomist. Petherbridge and Jordanova write of Albinus
that his “pedantry must have been galling for Wandelaar [Albinus’s artist],
who was manipulated as much as the ‘perfect’ skeleton.”86

Expert Vision in Another’s Hand
The images in Figures 1 to 3 were drawn for different anatomists by the
same artist, Jan Van Rymsdyk, in 1754, 1757, and 1774, and yet they are
85. Deanna Petherbridge and L. J. Jordanova, The Quick and the Dead: Artists and Anatomy
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1997), 58.
86. Ibid., 76; see also Kemp, “Style and Non-style in Anatomical Illustration” (n. 13).
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quite starkly different. My argument here, then, is that if atlases were
good for making knowledge claims and establishing legacies, the images
themselves were essential to that purpose. The images were the scientific
substance of those books. These illustrations demonstrated expertise and
success, but they also placed an anatomist directly within a particular
heroic lineage. At the same time, it would be crucially important to have
those drawings be recognizably the anatomist’s—to carry his trademark
or stylistic signature—particularly at a time when the role of the artist in
the production of anatomy texts was being debated and contested.
According to art historian Harry Mount, there had been a simmering
conflict in the eighteenth-century British art world between those of the
art-theoretical tradition who believed that painters ought to depict nature
as she should be and those who insisted that the highest virtue lay in copying what was before them in the minutest detail possible. Anatomists like
Hunter did battle with art theorists like Joshua Reynolds, his colleague
at the Royal Academy, who believed that “if the excellency of a Painter
consisted only in this kind of imitation, Painting must lose its rank, and
be no longer be considered a liberal art.”87 According to Hunter, the
trained eye, and only the trained eye, could see the minute differences
and the particular in nature. Training in anatomy would enable the artist
“to observe and distinguish clearly all the variations of form, because it
explains their causes … it brings out an arrangement and order in what
would otherwise appear confusion.”88 For Reynolds, training in art would
allow an anatomical artist to see what was universal, to see the similarities
and the principles, as was the ambition of the artist. It would be particularly necessary in such a climate to assert one’s control and authorship
over an anatomy text, full of art, meant to depict the real.
There is evidence to suggest that Van Rymsdyk himself felt aggrieved
by what he took to be his position as a mere illustrator, even while he
embraced the detailed and exact study of nature that Hunter himself
required. We have little access to Van Rymsdyk’s attitude toward Hunter,
but Mount has written that “the way in which [Van Rymsdyk] pointedly
wrote ‘not a servile imitation’ on a drawing which he made in 1783 after
a painting by Jacob Jordaens,” suggests that “‘servile,’ a term long used by
art theorists to denigrate meticulous copies of particular nature . . . had
been hurled in Van Rymsdyk’s direction” before.”89 Van Rymsdyk made
87. Mount, “Van Rymsdyk and the Nature-Menders” (n. 23), 82.
88. Quoted from Hunter’s lecture notes in Martin Kemp, “True to Their Natures: Sir
Joshua Reynolds and Dr. William Hunter at the Royal Academy of Arts,” Notes Rec. Roy. Soc.
London 46 (1992): 77–88, on 83.
89. Mount, “Van Rymsdyk and the Nature-Menders” (n. 23), 91.
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a couple of clear attempts to transcend what he took to be the menial
craft work within which he was employed—as mentioned above, he went
to Bristol in 1758 and published Museum Britannicum as his own private
venture. But for anatomical illustration, it was necessary that the artist’s
hand be rendered servile, so that an anatomist could shape the folios that
bore his name for all time and make them recognizably his own.
John Bell laid out the potential for conflict between artist and anatomist
clearly and stridently in his Engravings Explaining the Anatomy of the Bones,
Muscles, and Joints, saying, “Even in the first invention of our best anatomical figures, we see a continual struggle between the anatomist and the
painter,” a struggle resulting in “the interference of painters in a subject
degrading to their higher art, the errors and mistakes of engravers, and
the subjection of true anatomical drawing to the capricious interference
of the artist, whose rule it has too often been to make all beautiful and
smooth, leaving no harshness nor apparent blurr [sic] in all his work.”90
Bell’s solution was simply to do things himself. His brother, Charles, took
a similar position, insisting of the artist not trained in anatomy that while
his task “no doubt is to copy accurately … , yet such previous knowledge,
and the study of the subject, give to his representations a minuteness of
intention which cannot otherwise be attained.”91 Other anatomists who
lacked the artistic skills to do what the Bells did and produce the drawings
themselves often showcased the labor and expense that went into their
atlases and established their grounds for authority on the basis of such
labor in the prefaces to those books. They stressed either their close collaboration with their artists (to show that they were the driving force) or
their conflict with and assertion of control over them.
The illustrations that were the scientific substance of such folios were a
contested terrain in which an anatomist’s authority and authorship were
at best mediated by craftsmen. Thus these folio anatomists established an
authorial voice, employing styles of illustration that were both responsive
to the grand traditions in which the anatomists wanted to be placed and
also distinct. Kemp, in an article on “Style and Non-style” in anatomy,
argues that “it is the context of the increasing institutionalization of
medical teaching in Universities within established courses of regimented
learning—including the mind-numbing ‘naming of the parts’—that helps
to explain the ultimate success of the style-less style.”92 The term “style-less
style” here is meant to refer to forms of illustration that aimed to erase
90. John Bell, Engravings Explaining the Anatomy of the Bones, Muscles, and Joints (Edinburgh:
Printed by John Paterson, for Bell and Bradfute etc., 1794), vi–vii.
91. Bell, Anatomy of the Brain (n. 19), vi.
92. Kemp, “Style and Non-style in Anatomical Illustration” (n. 13), 205.
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the author/anatomist/artist and to render images of bodies objective,
photographic, and authorless. While the content of educational programs
(the “mind-numbing ‘naming of the parts’”) certainly may have played a
role in the deliberate adoption of “style-lessness” by late nineteenth- and
twentieth-century anatomists, as Kemp suggests, so would the change in
career structures have done, with personal patronage having diminished
in importance and largely disappeared during exactly the period in question, as medicine professionalized and career paths became predictable.93
Pictures in a book, ideally, stood as proof of the anatomist’s own superior
vision of nature and its order, preserving that vision for future generations. But the anatomist then needed not only expertise of vision but also
expertise in controlling another’s hand. This could be accomplished by a
recognizable style—one that did not change over an anatomist’s career or
with different artists, but that differed from the style of others working in
the same time period, on the same subject, and sometimes even with the
same artist. That style belonged to the anatomist, even when the images
themselves were the product of an artist and an engraver. Part homage,
part innovation, it could stand as testament to an anatomist’s expertise and
place him within a history and grand tradition of anatomists. He thereby
established his career, within the system of patronage that enabled his
livelihood, as well as his legacy for posterity.
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